NAVY CHILDREN SCHOOL,VISAKHAPATNAM
KINDERGARTEN WING,DOLPHIN HILL
ACTIVITY REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER 2019
The month of September was the month of gratitude, fun and celebration.
 GRANDPARENTS DAY CELEBRATION
‘A salute to our Roots’
Grandparents are the family’s greatest treasure, the founders of a loving legacy, the
greatest storytellers, and the keepers of tradition. To honour them NCS
KINDERGARTEN DOLPHIN HILLS SCHOOL celebrated its in-house maiden
Grandparents Day on Friday, 13th September 2019.
The programme began with the headmistress Mrs. Rakhi Khanna’s address to the
gathering. Many power packed dance performances by students left the spectators
spellbound and thoroughly mesmerized.
NWWA education coordinator (Eastern Region) Mrs Vandana Chaddha addressed
the gathering and encouraged the students for putting up scintillating performances
for their grandparents. Grandparents shared some mesmerizing moments and
relived their childhood with the grandchildren. The fun with games revived the
memories of grandparents; heartwarming speeches and song sung by grandparents
were the centre of attraction. The grandparents were gifted a token of love in the
form of a handmade photo-frame with their grandchild’s photograph. The success of
the event was evident through the joyful smiles and teary eyes of the grandparents,
as they were overwhelmed to see their grandchildren performing for them.
 TEACHERS DAY CARD MAKING ACTIVITY
Teachers day card making activity was conducted on 4th September 19. Children
pasted cut out of leaves on an outline of a tree made by the Activity Teacher. On
each leaf, the teacher wrote the name of a child, and a thank you message was
pasted inside the card. This activity helped the children to understand the importance
of a teacher.
 TEACHERS DAY SPECIAL ASSEMBLY
A Special Assembly was conducted on 4th September. The program commenced
with the introduction of Dr. Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan and significance of Teachers
Day. The importance of teachers in the lives of students was explained through the
display of placards by children. The program concluded with a beautiful dance
performance by LKG children.
 FREE HAND DRAWING ACTIVITY
Free hand drawing activity was conducted on 4th September under the guidance of
the class teacher. The activity helped develop fine motor skills of the children.

 THREAD PAINTING ACTIVITY
Thread painting activity was conducted on 9th September. The activity involved
dipping a thread in poster color, then putting it between 2 sheets of paper and pulling
it out, resulting in a beautiful pattern. Each child undertook the activity with the
assistance of the teacher and each work was unique. This activity involved hand eye
coordination. The children thoroughly enjoyed the activity.
 CRAFT ACTIVITY - FLOWER
This activity was conducted on 17th September. Paper folding activity was
undertaken to make a paper tulip. The activity helped enhance the fine motor skills of
the children.
 NAMES OF FARM ANIMALS
The names of Farm Animals were written by children under the guidance of their
respective class teacher on 20th September. The Teacher explained about the
various farm animals and how they help us by giving milk, and how some farm
animals we use for transportation. Children were very enthusiastic to learn the same.


LITTER FREE WEEK
Litter free week was observed in the school from 23rd to 27th September. Special
assembly was conducted to convey the importance of cleanliness and hygiene. Also,
litter free drive was undertaken by the teachers and the children in the school
premises. They were also involved in different activities such as picking up litter
around the school, organizing class rooms and performing rallies in public places.
Children were explained about the importance of clean and litter free surroundings
throughout the week.



THUMB PRINTING ACTIVITY(TREE)
This activity was carried out on 23rd September. The Teacher drew a tree first, then
called all the children one by one, and took their thumb impression with water
colours. Children were excited to see their colorful imprints on the chart paper.
Thumb printing not only enhances children’s fine motor skills but also improves their
eye and hand coordination.



MESSAGE OF THE MONTH
The message of the month for LKG & UKG “We should respect our teachers” was
explained on 30thSeptember, through an activity, where the children drew a picture
depicting ‘a teacher along with two children’, to show the attachment and respect
that they have for their teachers.

 STORY TELLING
LKG
Story Telling Assembly was conducted on 20th Sept for LKG children. Role play was
enacted by LKG teachers. Children found it really interested and were engrossed in

the story of ‘The Lion And The Mouse.’ Enhancing social skills, listening power and
vocabulary, were some of the benefits of the activity.
UKG
Story Telling Assembly was conducted on 30th September 19 for UKG children. Role
play was enacted by UKG teachers. The Story was “The Shepherd Boy And The
Wolf”. The moral of the story was “We should never tell lies”. Enhancing social skills,
listening power and vocabulary, were some of the benefits of the activity.
 CONVERSATIONAL SKILLS
LKG
On 20th Sept, an activity, titled, ‘My Teacher’, was conducted by LKG during
assembly. The children enacted a classroom situation with great confidence and
enthusiasm. The activity helped enhance the conversational skills of the children.
UKG
On 23rd Sept, an activity, titled, ‘Going to the Market’, was conducted by UKG during
assembly. The children enacted a play revolving around a simulated market place.
The activity helped enhance the conversational skills of the children.
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